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p26,

Equation (1.49) should be:
(1.49)

p106, Figure 4.3 caption, change "100" to "1000"
p108, 10 lines after equation 4.23, change “3/5 and 3/4" to “3/4 and 3/5"
p109, After equation 4.28 add, “If the actual exposure time is greater than eight hours, then
replace the “8" in the above equation with the actual exposure time (in hours).”
p110

3rd line, “TA” should be Ta

p114, Figure 4.6 caption, change “S3.1-1977" to “S3.14-1977"
p114 6th line from top, change “and 2000Hz” to “2000Hz and 4000Hz” and change “three
octave bands” to “four octave bands”
p137, 3 lines above equation 5.41, remove “By introducing the constant 1/3 and”
p137, line above equation 5.41, replace “(1995)" with “(1955)”
p144, In equation 5.70 and in the line above the equation, change W to Wt
p165, Equation 5.143, the quantity “erfc” should not be in italics as it is the error function
p165, Immediately after equation 5.143, add “where erfc is the error function”
p170, 13th line under section 5.11.3, “DIM” should be “DIM”
p171, 3rd line from the top of the page, “DIM” should be “DIM”
p174, The slope of the curve in figure 5.14(b) is incorrect. The start point at the bottom of
the graph is correct and the graph is a straight line passing through the point (20,4)
p177, Figure 5.17, the labels for the 63Hz and 200 Hz curves should be interchanged.
p211, In equation 6.20, there should be a subscript “1" on the r on the left hand side and a
subscript “2" on the r on the right hand side
p214, In Table 6.3, “S1" should be “S”
p215, equation 6.29, replace “(S )” with “(SR )” and in the line below the equation,
replace “S” with SR

p226, Equation 7.6, replace “k2 “ with “

“

p231, In equation 7.22, */2B should be */B
p249, fig 7.6, y-axis label should be changed from
p 254, equation 7.73 should be

p254, 4 lines under equation 7.73, the expression for 0pA should be
p254, Replace the line above Equation (7.74) and Equations 7.74 - 7.76 with:
For frequencies above twice the resonance frequency of the lowest order mode (see
Equation (8.18)), the panel radiation ratio F may be calculated using the following
equations (Maidanik, 1962, Price and Crocker, 1970). Above twice the fundamental
resonance frequency of the panel and below the critical frequency:
(7.74a)
where,

(7.74b)

(7.74c)

Close to the critical frequency, the radiation ratio is:
(7.75)

Above the critical frequency, the radiation ratio is:
(7.76a)

Below the first resonance frequency of the panel, f1,1, defined by Equation (8.21), the
radiation ratio is (Beranek (1988):
(7.76b)

Between the lowest order modal resonance and twice that frequency, the radiation
ratio is found by interpolating linearly (on a log F vs log f plot).
p261, Interchange figure 7.11 with figure 7.16 on page 269, but leave the figure captions
where they are now.
p264, In Table 7.2, interchange $1 and $2
p266, Equation 7.100 should be:

p266, The y-axis label in figure 7.14 should read
p268, 6th line from the bottom of the page, "30 dB" should be "9 dB"
p269, 5th line under figure caption, change “strength” to “power”
p269, In equation 7.107, change “z” to “r”
p271, The heading “Optimising reverberation control” should be “Optimising
reverberation times”
p286, in equations 8.26 and 8.27, replace “5" with “5.5"
p287, in first equation in figure 8.6 caption replace “53" with “54"
p288, Equation, 8.29, first line, “- 20log” should be “+ 20log”
p288, Equation, 8.29, second line, “+ 10log” should be “- 10log”
p293, 3rd equation, all the "1" subscripts should be replaced with "2"
p293, In the figure, on the x-axis, "0.5fc1" should be "0.5fc2"
p294, Remove $ from the denominator of equation (8.42)
p294, Replace "D = 2 if f < fc1 and fc2 " with "D = 2/$ if f < 0.9 × min(fc1 and fc2) ";
p295, 2 lines above equation (8.47), change "0.05" to "0.1 to 0.15"

p295, 2 lines above equation 8.48, delete "the stud is assumed rigid and" and replace
equation (8.48) with

p295, first line after equation (8.52), insert after the word "panels" the following:, " is the
Sabine absorption coefficient of the acoustic material in the cavity between the two
walls"
p313, second line of the solution, change “1" to “1.1"
p325, first line after equation 8.75, replace “b” with “b (>8/2)”
p330, Equation 8.79, third line, "a" should be """
p334, in equation 8.90, “16.3" should be “226" and (m/h) should be (m/h)½
p346, first line under equation 9.17, replace “q > a ” with “q > 2a ”
p346, equation 9.18, replace “0.44" with "0.43"
p346, In equation 9.19, replace “d” with “t” in two places; in the line above equation 9.20,
replace “d” with “t”; in equation 9.20, replace “d” with “t”; and 5 lines from the
bottom of the page, replace “d” with “t”.
p350, Line beneath equation 9.27, replace “reactive impedance” with “ square root of the
product of the inductive and capacitive impedances”
p357, Section 9.7.4, item 1, change U to U0
p375, Top line, change "h" to "2h"
p375, R1l /Dc should be R1l /Dc
p389, After the first equation, add “where A2/A1 is the ratio of the total duct cross sectional
area to the open cross sectional area”
p393, In equation 9.92, “f < fcr” should be “f $ fcr”
p393, First line after equation 9.94, “f1" should be “f0" in two places
p393, Line above equation 9.96, “f1" should be “f0"
p393, In equation 9.95b, replace l with L in two places; also in the line two above equation
9.94
p397, 2 lines above equation 9.102,

should be

p398, line 2, replace “at location” with “at a location”
p398, 2nd line from bottom of page, interchange the symbols “r” and “r0"
p408, 9th line from bottom of page, replace “two rocking mode” with “rocking and
horizontal”
p408, 8th line from bottom of page, replace “roll and pitch” with “roll and horizontal
motion”
p409. Fig 10.5 caption, change “Q” to “S”
p410, 2nd line, add after “10.4)” the phrase, “and with * now the radius of gyration for
rotation about the x-axis”
p418, replace “i” everywhere with “j” in equation 10.21
p418, 2nd line after equation 10.21, add “ f1" after “frequency”
p419, 3rd line under equation 10.24, add “y is the amplitude of mass m2" after “10.5)”
p419, 14th line under 10.6, “d/T2 = v/T = a” should be “dT2 = vT = a”
p430, In equation 10.36b, replace “4" with “2" and in equation 10.36c delete the “2"
p431. 6th dot point, change “controls” to “control”
p434, Replace Equation 11.1 with:
(11.1)
p454, first line under equation 11.38, add after “Gf ”, the phrase, “upstream of the valve”
p456, In equations 11.54 and 11.55, “f0" should be “fco” in two places in each equation
p457, In equation 11.56, “f0" should be “fco” in two places
p462, Table 11.18 caption, replace “Equation 11.47" with “Equation 11.68"
p465, Equations (11.71), (11.72) and (11.74) should be replaced respectively with the
following equations:

p517, In equation C7, change “a(X1)” to “0.592 a(X1)”

p526, The second "cos 2" in Equation (E.3) should be deleted.
p527, In equation E.6, change the minus sign to a plus sign.
p528, 2nd line under equation E7, add the words, “including the porous liner” after “cavity”
p548, The Clifford reference should be “1973", not “1983"
p574, add to list of symbols, “K1 ()

Modified Hankel function (Chapter 7)”

